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1. _____ is the act of sending and receiving information andngiving feedback.

     	      Nonviolent perspective

     	      Domestic conflicy analysis

     	--->> Communication

     	      Judicial proceeding

2. ____ refers to the activities of making decisions by courts of competent jurisdiction 
on disputes in accordance with the dictates of the law.

     	      Legal pardon

     	      Legal analysis

     	--->> Court adjudication

     	      Judicial refrain

3. Which of the following is not among the importance of power as a tool of conflict 
analysis?

     	      Identify the resources at the disposal of each of the parties

     	--->> interrogate the family status of each of the parties involved

     	      Examine how often the parties use their power in the progression of the 
conflict

     	      Examine untapped power bases by the parties involved

4. Golib festival is an integral part of cultural heritage of the Arusha people of ______.

     	      Black America

     	      Cuba

     	      Ghana

     	--->> Tanzania

5. ______ is the analytical tool that is explored to show the different forces influencing a 
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conflict situation.

     	      content analysis

     	      sociological analysis

     	      Conflict mapping

     	--->> Force field analysis

6. Deciding on what you want to map, when and from what point of view are critical 
components of ______.

     	--->> conflict mapping

     	      pacific analysis

     	      civil mapping

     	      timing

7. The ICJ adjudicated between ______ over the ownership of Bakassi Peninsula.

     	--->> Nigerian and Cameroon

     	      Cameroon and Liberia

     	      Nigeria and Niger

     	      Lybia and Ghana

8. _______ postulates that behavior has the key to understandingnmeanings.

     	      Ecological perspective

     	--->> Interaction PerspectiveJudaism

     	      domestic theory of conflict

     	      International Laws of war

9. In conflict analysis, Alternative Dispute Resolution process focuses more on interests 
and needs of the parties than _____

     	      Force

     	      Meaning

     	      Content
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     	--->> positions

10. _____ promotes citizens participation in the countryÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s democratic 
consolidation and natinal integration.

     	      Radicalisation

     	--->> Citizenship education

     	      Relgious bigotry

     	      Nepotic inclination
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